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as divine revelation on one side and civilization ---which also includes culture ---on the other side and that is the realm humanity (insaniyah).
B. Conception of Islamic History
History is events that really happened in the past or important events that really happened. 1 . This definition places more emphasis on the material of events without relating them to other aspects. Whereas in a broader sense, history is a picture of the past about the activities of human life as social creatures arranged based on facts and interpretations of the objects of past events.
2
From the epistimological side of history which in Arabic is called date, it means the provisions of time or time. There are also some people who argue that history is commensurate with the word syajarah which means tree (life), history, or story, date, or sejarah in Indonesia. Thus history means a picture of the past about the activities of human life as social beings that are arranged based on facts and interpretations of the objects of the past, which is then called cultural history. and spread Islam, the history of progress and setbacks achieved by Muslims in various fields, such as in the fields of religious and general sciences, culture, architecture, politics, government, war, education, economy, and so on.
Thus, Islamic history is a variety of events or events that really occur that are related to the growth and development of Islam in various aspects. In this connection, a variety of terms are usually used for history, including: Islamic History, Islamic Cultural History and the History of Islamic Civilization.
C. Identity of Islamic Culture
In anthropology, culture is a form of expression about the deep passion of a society. While the manifestations of the mechanical progress of technology are thus more related to the conception of civilization. If culture is more reflected in art, literature, religion and morals, civilization is reflected in politics, economics and technology. Culture has three forms: First, Ideal being, which is a form of culture as an individual complex, ideas, values, norms, rules and so on. Second, the manifestation of behavior, namely the manifestation of culture as a patterned behavior activity complex from humans in society. Third, the form of objects, namely the manifestation of culture as objects of work.
Experts agree that culture is all the work, initiative and creativity of society. The work of society will produce material technology and culture that humans need to master the surrounding environment, so that the strength and results can be enshrined for the needs of society. Karsa is the driving force (Drive) to motivate people to think of everything in front of them and their environment.
Besides that, Karsa community can create norms and values that are very necessary for order in society. To deal with bad forces, humans are forced to protect themselves by creating rules that are essentially instructions on how to act and apply in social life.
Culture in every nation or society consists of large elements and small elements which are part of a whole that cannot be separated. 
D. The meaning of Islamic Civilization
The basic assumption that we can build, that civilization comes from the word adab which in this sense implies manners, behavior or manners. Thus civilization is all the manners and manners that are manifested by Muslims from Religion or revelation is not at the level of Islamic culture, because religion or revelation comes from Allah while Islamic culture is the result of human creativity, taste and intention. Therefore, those thoughts and ideas must be rejected and cannot be justified.
Meanwhile, Western thinkers also view Islam as a cultural product, for example delivered by H.A.R. Gibb who said that "Islam is indeed much more than a system of theology it is a complete civilization" (Islam is actually more than one system of theology. It is a complete civilization). Gibb's opinion is appropriate when expressed by the orientalist group, but if just swallowed up raw by Islamic scientists will give birth to a rather ambiguous understanding, It is recognized that between religion and culture are two related and inseparable fields, but both are different. Religion is absolute, does not change because of changes in time and place. Whereas culture, even if based on religion, can change from time to time and from place to place. Most cultures are based on religion, but never happen otherwise, religion is based on culture. Therefore religion can be said to be primary and culture is secondary. Culture can be an expression of religious life, because it is a sub-ordinate culture of religion, and never vice versa. Religion essentially contains two groups of teachings namely:
• The basic teachings revealed by God through his Apostles to humans whose teachings are found in the holy books. Because it is a revelation from God, then the teaching is absolute, absolutely true, eternal, unchanging and cannot be changed.
• Teachings in the form of explanations from the scriptures (both concerning the meaning and manner of implementation) carried out by religious leaders or experts. Because it is an explanation and a result of the thoughts of a religious leader or expert, the teachings are relative, relative, change and can be changed according to the times.
In Islam, the first group is in the Qur'an and the Mutawatir Hadist. Al-
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Qur'an consists of 6,300 verses, but which regulates faith, worship, muamalah and human social life, according to the scholars' study there are no more than 500
verses. The basic teachings of Islam (the Qur'an and al-Sunnah which are saheeh narrations) are not included in the culture, but the understanding of the ulama of the basic teachings of religion is the result of the ulema's initiative. Therefore it is part of culture. However, Muslims believe that the culture which is the result of the efforts of scholars in understanding the basic teachings of Islam, was guided and obtained instructions from God, namely the Qur'an and the Sunnah. This is then called Islamic culture.
Islam was stated by Bassam Tibi, 7 namely that Islam is a cultural system.
According to him Islam as a cultural system consists of various symbols that correspond and combine to form a model for reality. However, in that position religion cannot be experimentally penetrated, but only interpretatively. In religion, the human conception of reality is not based on knowledge but on the belief in a divine authority conceptualized in the holy book (Al-Qur'an). It is this Qur'an that underlies all forms of reality. Furthermore the concepts of reality produced by humans undergo parallel changes. Adaptation of religious-cultural concepts to changing reality then forms a central component in cultural assimilation for change. That way directional change, because people don't just react to the change process by using cultural innovation. Thus it can be understood that the nature of religion has a dual aspect namely:
• Give meaning to various aspects of social and psychological reality for its adherents, so as to obtain an objective conceptual form.
• Religion can be tangible by reality and at the same time form a reality that is in accordance with reality. This means that the interpretation of religious symbols forms part of reality, because these symbols also affect reality. At But what becomes the problem is when the use of the assumption that "arabic color" is a single form of religion which is considered the most valid and muthlak. So that the law must be applied in all conditions and situations patent.
This certainly affected the situation in which Arab expressions became dominant, even hegemony in the culture and traditions that developed in the local community. What is even more disturbing is the emergence of justifications like ebelum / not kaffah (perfect), heresy, bid'ah or musyrik to people who do not use the expression "arabic color". The issue of using headscarves, for example, is that some veiled people see women who have not used headscarves or headscarves differently from the hijab commonly used in Arabic, meaning that Islam is not yet Kaffah.
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This phenomenon is part of various kinds of phenomena that describe the conflict and tension between Islamic law and culture. One thing appears to be a problem, namely whether the culture that developed in the community must be subject to the expression of Islamic law in the Arabic style as above ?.
G. Islam's Normative and Islam's history
To distinguish the region of Arabic culture and Islamic culture can be reviewed by taking a concept that in Islam there is a collection of normative and
Islamic dogmas in fact is a historical reality. This is where Budi Munawar
Rahman in (---his book Islam and civilization-) says that Islam has two kinds of values, namely Islamic normative dimension and Islamic historical dimension.
These two aspects have a unified, inseparable, but distinguishable relationship.
First; normative aspects namely revelation must be accepted as is, binding on all parties and universally applicable. Second; historical aspects, namely, the Caliphate can always change, accept discussion because of products of a particular age, and that is not a switch. 
Middle Period (1250-1800 M)
This mid-period ranged from 1250-1800 AD during this period was a period of decline, with the fall of the city of Baghdad in the hands of the Spaniards, after the Khilafah Abasyiah collapsed due to the attack of the Mongol army, Islamic political forces suffered a drastic decline.
In 1500-1800 AD the overall political situation of the Islamic ummah progressed again after the emergence and development of three major kingdoms, namely the Ottoman Empire in Turkey, the Syafawi Empire in Persia, and the Mughal Empire in India. In the year 1700-1800 AD, there was a decline of the three kingdoms. In an age of decline, the Ottoman empire was hit by European powers, the Safavid empire was destroyed by Afghan tribal attacks, while the Mughal kingdom's territory was reduced by the blows of Indian kings.
Muslims in a drastic decline. Finally, Napoleon in 1798 AD, could occupy Egypt, which at that time was one of the most important Islamic civilizations. 
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